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Open your heart and mind to the wisdom of the animal world. Animal Speak provides techniques for

recognizing and interpreting the signs and omens of nature. Meet and work with animals as totems

and spirit guides by learning the language of their behaviors within the physical world. Animal Speak

shows you how to:  Identify, meet, and attune to your spirit animals Discover the power and spiritual

significance of more than 100 different animals, birds, insects, and reptiles Call upon the protective

powers of your animal totem Create and use five magical animal rites, including shapeshifting and

sacred dance  This beloved, bestselling guide has become a classic reference for anyone wishing

to forge a spiritual connection with the majesty and mystery of the animal world.
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Animal Speak provides techniques for recognizing and interpreting the signs and omens of nature.

Meet and work with animals as totems and spirit guides by learning the language of their behaviors

within the physical world.   This beloved, bestselling guide has become a classic reference for

anyone wishing to forge a spiritual connection with the majesty and mystery of the animal world.      

Animal Speak shows you how to:       Identify, meet, and attune to your spirit animals     Discover the

power and spiritual significance of more than 100 different animals     Call upon the protective

powers of your animal totem     Create and use five magical animal rites, including shapeshifting

and sacred dance



Want to learn how to speak the language of critters, large and small? Easy-to-read and understand,

Ted Andrews's bestselling Animal Speak shows readers how to identify his or her animal totem and

learn how to invoke its energy and use it for personal growth and inner discovery. Nature lovers will

love this insightful compendium, chock-full of touching stories about animals, natural history, and

animal folklore. Readers will also learn magical animal rites and how to read omens. Animal Speak

includes a dictionary of bird, animal, reptile, and insect totems, which describe each creature's

meaning. For example, if a person's totem is dragonfly, he or she was most likely excessively

emotional and passionate in early years, learning with age to balance it with mental clarity and

control. If a dragonfly suddenly shows up in your life, it means you may need to gain a new

perspective or make a change. --P. Randall Cohan

Every day I sit in front of my computer. I'm surrounded by technology in every room of the house. I

started to read Ted Andrew's Animal-Speak, but then stopped. I went outside and listened to the

birds and insects and animals as I continued reading. I realized that, indeed, when we isolate

ourselves from nature we are actually separating ourselves from reality. So this is truly a book that

changed me. I try to get outside every pleasant day. And when I do, I think of what I learned in this

book. I'm more attuned to the animals and they seem to share their secrets with me. Secrets of

peaceful living and secrets of self-empowerment. Secrets of spirituality and secrets of magic! And

the great thing is that with the guidance in this book I'm never limited. As you'll discover, there is

animal after animal in this book that you can learn about and to which you can attune. Perhaps a

lizard one day and a cat the next. Or perhaps you might find the power of the loon (who helps with

lucid dreaming) to be just what you need. One exercise I've found very useful is the technique used

to call your spirit animal. You mediate on the animal and do simple visualizations, imagining it

standing before you or drawing close to you. Eventually, you visualize it merging into you, feeling its

energies as strong and vital. After spending just five minutes like this you will be more awake, aware

and alert. Amazing! This is one of those great books where there is a tremendous amount of

information that can quickly and easily be put to good use. You can pick this book up anywhere,

read a page or two, and find that you have something new to contemplate and put into practice. I

know you'll find this book as practical and useful as I have.

Very interesting read.We are all connected.Enjoyable.Easy to understand and access information.It

is like having an encyclopedia of the animals and their message/symbolism to you.Thought



provoking.Great reference for when you encounter the same bird/insect/animal and go back to the

book to understand the "animal-speak".GREAT book and HIGHLY RECOMMEND

I love this book. My spirit guide is the butterfly and I needed to know more about it. I have been

wanting this book for so long so I ordered it. It came in the mail yesterday and I couldn't be happier.

So much needed information!

'All living things are connected' is something I say often. Ted Andrews book is both entertaining and

useful. American Indians have an understanding and connection to living creatures that people like

me, living in a large city, do not totally understand. First and formost, I am a believer in God. God

the creator, created you and me and all living things. There is a connection. Learning to observe

that connection takes time and patience. Reading Ted Andrews' book has helped me both make

that connection and to understand there is more to life and living than meets the untrained eye.

Read the book for enjoyment and you will grow in deeper areas. Who knows, you may learn to

'Animal Speak'.

Very easy to access information. I grow so much by simply using this very approachable,

informative book. My tip is this: write in the book, highlight it up... It functions as a sort of timestamp

this way

I used to own the hardcopy of this book but it got lost along the way. The book is very informative

and has been a great tool to expand my knowledge of nature and her interactions with the physical

and spiritual realms. Having grown up with a very close relationship with nature, I use this book to

identify and interpret the meanings of many interactions and occurrences I encounter. Each time,

the information from the book has been spot-on.

I have had this book on my to buy list for a long time. It's a wonderful go to reference for anything

pertaining to correspondences, stories, or information about animal totems.

This book is a must have if your into nature and spirituality. I find it right on when it comes to why an

animal is appearing in ur life at a particular time.

THIS BOOK IS THE BEST BIOK I HAVE READ ON ANIMALS!! It is so accurate! An animal comes



to me and what he says ......Happens! I carry it with me always! I really enjoy it and recommend it to

anyone who are noticing the animals, reptiles, insects & birds coming around you. WHEN THE

STUDENT IS READY THE TEACHER ALWAYS APPEARS!!
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